The very short version is that biltong is the result of the Southern African traditional
method of curing meat products. So, in that sense it is like jerky.
But; and there is always a but...over time jerky has become extremely varied in its
production methods and flavors. In some cases, this has led to some lengthy ingredient
lists, whilst biltong has remained a more simple product.

•
•
•

2oz Sliced Traditional

•
•
•

2.5oz Traditional Sticks

•

2oz Sliced Cracked Black Pepper
2oz Sliced Smoked Chili Pepper
(coming March 2022 for wholesale)

•

2.5oz Cracked Black Pepper Sticks
8oz sizes available for retail on
request.

•
•

• Online - www.txbiltong.com, www.faire.com
• Markets and Events
• Retail Locations (greater Houston area)
 Niche retail stores (x2)


Gyms (x1)



Gas station C-stores (x2)



Smokehouse C-stores (x2)

•
•

Delicious and always naturally tender - because of natural curing
agents and traditional methods. Drying in slabs rather than small
strips and thinly sliced just before packing ensures the biltong retains
natural tenderness.
Air drying without the addition of cooking or smoking processes
leaves the product intact. Experience is closer to eating strips of steak
rather than wrestling with traditional jerky.
Made from USDA certified, USA raised beef or venison with no fillers,
added water or injected marinades.
Flavored by a short list of ingredients (5-7), each of which can be
pronounced by a child. Less than half the amount of ingredients
compared to even ‘natural’ craft jerkies (for example a leading craft
jerky has 12-14 ingredients).
Gluten and sugar free, high in protein and friendly to insulin resistant
and low carb diets with keto diet friendly fat content.

Did you know?
 32 grams of protein per 2oz serving of our biltong means 130 of
the 180 calories per serving comes from protein (72%).
Compared to a whole egg (±50%),
leading ‘protein bars’ (±40-44%)
and beef jerky (±35-50%). Note:1g
of protein = 4 calories.

•

Did we mention, delicious?

Our product is intended first and foremost to maintain the integrity of the meat used. So, one should expect the
experience of eating high quality beef, first. The sliced products have natural tenderness preserved through our drying
methods which keeps the slab of beef intact throughout the process - only sliced just before packing.
The main flavoring agent here is coriander. It gives a wonderfully earthy flavor to the biltong and enhances
the natural flavors of the beef. The salt acts as both support to round out the flavor and as the main preserving agent. The
black pepper adds a note of sharpness which provides a perfect contrast to the slight tartness of the vinegar used in the
marination process.
The underlying recipe is very similar to that of the traditional product, with the main
difference being additional cracked black pepper. Here the pepper lifts out the natural sweetness of the beef and provides
a very mild spice to hit slightly different parts of the pallet compared to the traditional flavor.
Whilst this is the spiciest of our flavors, the level is mild compared to more aggressive chilies,
such as Habanero. The smoke flavor comes from smoked paprika and chipotle peppers thereby allowing us to avoid the
need to smoke the beef or add any artificial smoke flavors. This gives the beef the same integrity with a rich smokey
aroma which heightens the flavors on the front of the pallet with a pleasing heat building towards to back.

Our droëwors (dried sausage, or stick) is the perfect vehicle for carrying flavor. The minimally processed ground
beef or venison leaves a pleasant texture in the final product which is both tender and permeated with the underlying
flavoring. The natural collagen casing allows a pleasantly dry outside whilst locking in the natural moisture and tenderness
of the beef or venison mix.

Pallet/Case shipping sizes: Being a small company, we have the flexibility to meet customer demands for
flexibility and can mix and match single units to order. Minimum order value - $100.

ITEM

SALE TYPE

PACKAGING

UNITS

2oz Sliced

Wholesale

Branded single 1 - 99

PRICE

MSRP

$4.75

$7.50 - $8.50

$neg

$7.50 - $8.50

$4.85

$7.50 - $8.50

$neg

$7.50 - $8.50

$14.00

$20 - $22

$neg

$20 - $22

$100

As above

units
2oz Sliced

Wholesale

Branded single 100+
units

2.5oz Sticks

Wholesale

Branded single 1 - 99
units

2.5oz Sticks

Wholesale

Branded single 100+
units

8oz Sliced

Wholesale

Branded single 1 - 99

units
8oz Sliced

Wholesale

Branded single 100+
units

Retail Box

Wholesale

22 small units,

1

as introduction

Contact us at sales@txbiltong.com for introductory discounts and terms.



Our retail box provides a convenient shelf-top POS display which
ships in a pre-assembled 12x12x12 box and sets up to 11.5x11.5x20
in. when the top banner is installed.



For larger orders we can supply a slat grid merchandiser with
dimensions of: 18 in. W x 12.5 in. D x 53 in. H which carries
$500-650 (cost) worth of product.



Payment terms negotiable.



Shipping available Monday to Saturday within 3 working days. Bulk deliveries over 200 units may
require up to 10 days for shipment.



Apart from our traditional sticks (which is made from USDA certified
venison), all products are made from USDA select or choice grade beef.



All products are ready to eat with a 12 month shelf-life.



Branded packaging carry USDA inspected mark, GTIN barcode, lot number,
best before date and FDA nutrition panel.

